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ABSTRACT
Many new brands are starting to enter the coffee business, one of which is Point Coffee. The emergence of a new coffee shop makes every business person compete to create an attractive brand image and unit to attract consumers’ attention. Many coffee choices provide an alternative to buyers in determining purchasing decisions for the products to be used. Marketing is one way to increase product purchases, viz. In marketing, Point Coffee uses Instagram @pointcoffeeid. This article discusses how Point Coffee’s digital communication strategy is implemented in @pointcoffeeid’s Instagram post feed. This study analyses the Point Coffee digital communication strategy applied to the Instagram @pointcoffeeid Inpost Feed. The research method used is descriptive qualitative using netnographic methods. This analysis was carried out on Instagram content as a data source. The primary data in this study is the post feed content with 155 posts on the @pointcoffeeid Instagram feed. The data analysis technique used is descriptive qualitative and quantitative analysis. The results showed that Point Coffee carried out a digital communication strategy with awareness campaigns, promotions, collaborations, user-generated content campaigns, and product information. Point Coffee applies a photo posting strategy with a carousel. It is used to collaborate with existing strategies so that Point Coffee ensures product sales so that it can increase awareness and interaction between followers and the @pointcoffeeid account.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of culinary business is increasing, especially in the coffee business in Jakarta. Changes in the lifestyle of people who have an interest in meeting with colleagues and enjoying coffee in discussions with partner. Because many new coffee shops have sprung up, therefore every businessman compete in creating attractive brand images and units to attract consumers’ attention (H. Han et al., 2018; Rose & Nofiyanti, 2020). In 2001, Indonesia entered the second wave of the coffee shop industry which was marked by a change in consumer behaviour in drinking coffee, the change from a functional need to an emotional need (Fibriyanti & Hukama, 2021; Puspa & Hardiyanti, 2021). Coffee is a type of plantation crop that is cultivated and has economic value, where coffee consumption in the world is recorded at 70% Arabica coffee and 26% for robusta coffee. With the existence of a coffee shop that provides coffee and other beverage products, millennials and young executives choose to enjoy coffee while having a meeting. Contemporary coffee is included in the third generation category of coffee, starting from single origin coffee. Single origin coffee according to regional names such as java coffee, toraja coffee, gayo coffee (Maryani et al., 2020; Rose & Nofiyanti, 2020).

Based on data from the International Coffee Organization (ICO) has showed that the trend of domestic coffee consumption in Indonesia continues to increase. This can be seen from the graph above, from 2014-2015 there were 4,417 bags. Domestic coffee consumption in Indonesia for the 2015-2016 period reached 4,550 bags. In 2016-2017 reached 4,650 bags. For the 2017-2018 period reached 4,750 bags and continued to increase in 2018-2019, reaching 4,800 bags. That can be concluded that there are more coffee lovers in Indonesia (Rahardjo, 2020; Sihombing et al., 2021). The trend of drinking of contemporary coffee and culture of drink among millennials and young executives has also received attention from business people to compete in making coffee businesses and continue to innovate so that the business...
continues to survive and develop due to intense competition. Look millennials generation’s hangout habit, it can be a great opportunity for entrepreneurs and others to do business. The coffee shop is becoming popular gathering place and prestigious among them (Sari, 2020; Widiyanti & Hart). The coffee business is also inseparable from technological developments, but is also supported by the ease of obtaining goods (Kurnia & Afrianto, 2020; Renaldi & Gunardi, 2021). Because so many options give the alternatives to buyers in determining purchasing decisions for the products to be used (Diensyah & Nurmalasari, 2017; Prajarini & Sayogo, 2021). Every company must be able to determine the right strategy so that the business can win the competition and achieved the goals. The company must have to effective marketing strategy to persuade consumer to decide buy the products or services that offered by the company.

With an effective strategy, it can maintain existence and also expand the market. One of important strategies to build a brand in the mind of customers because the brand is an important asset for a company (Marasabessy, 2021; Saputro et al., 2016). Brands are considered as complex symbols that explain attributes, benefits, values, culture and personality for customers (H. Han et al., 2018; Noval et al., 2018). Ability to know a consumer on a brand in different conditions, at the same time can occur with brand recognition and recall go back or memorize on a brand (Kang et al., 2012; Mulyaputri & Sanaji, 2021). New media are very helpful in today’s era with the development of technology to provide efficient communication information through various media that are the morning choices for every user (Sitanggang & Dharmawan, 2016). During the digitalization period, there was a change in trends from the micro to the macro scale. Currently, social media is used in establishing relationships and disseminating information in promoting an item or service or brand that a company wants to market (Agustinus & Junaidi, 2020). New media also complements capabilities that do not exist in the mass media and print media (Sitanggang & Dharmawan, 2016).

As technology develops, Indonesian people, especially Jakarta, always live side by side with technology. Technology is not only used in everyday life. However, it is implemented in several sectors, including the economic sector (Marta & William, 2016; Yatsenko & Hritonenko, 2020). The development of information and communication technology makes it easier to carry out promotions and marketing for a company in introducing products to consumers. Beside that, it also make consumers and potential consumers remember and recognize products or services compared to competitors and make consumers to be able to come back to buy and become loyal customers. Technology affects many services in various sectors in line with the industrial revolution 4.0, changes in conventional communication are changing towards digital communication (Sadikin & Hakim, 2019; Shahroom & Hussin, 2018). This communication uses digital devices connected to the internet that are not limited by space and time. The existence of this advantage can transfer information that has been prepared, processed, and disseminated by many business people (MacLachlan et al., 2018; Paramita & Irena, 2020). With the advancement of technology which is growing nowadays make it easier for entrepreneurs in promoting by social media Instagram (Paramita & Irena, 2020).

Social media is used as a means of communication and establishing relationships with their audience, and each individual uses social media to interact and share information so that company or organization can produce a message in accordance with the goals of the company (Reilly & Hynan, 2014; Zheng et al., 2018). The development of communication and information technology encourages an institution or company to use social media such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram as a place to provide information to the public (Birim, 2016; Marta et al., 2019). Businessman must have an awareness that packaging or identity/branding through social media that is created and used must be able to be uniquely involved and attractive (Ardhanariswari et al., 2020). Instagram is used as a promotional medium where Instagram as a popular social networking site in publishing photos or videos with more than 200 million users (Ievansyah & Sadono, 2018; Perea et al., 2021). Promotion as an activity contained in marketing in introducing a product, every company utilizes technology, namely the use of social media or what is known as social media marketing. In increasing awareness, the image of a company and also increasing sales, companies use online social media as a means of activity to attract consumers from various forms provided such as writing, images, and others (Rachman, 2019). A study conducted by Simply Measured revealed that as many as 54 percent of well known companies using Instagram as medium promotion (Kurnianto et al., 2020).

As is social strategy social media promotion as a form of marketing communication with users or consumers and from consumers can provide a reciprocal relationship that can be used as an input and evaluation for the company (Chu et al., 2020; Rachman, 2019). The theory used in this research is the online media theory by Pierre Levy which discusses the development of media, this theory is the digitization of an understanding concept of the times regarding technology and science from everything that is manual to automatic and from complicated to shortly (Ilhami et al., 2014). This theory is closely related to the to the development of communication technology, with the existence of social media as a new media, the
researchers consider this theory relevant to existence of social media (Naingo lan, Yunita, 2018). PT Indomarco Primatama in collaboration with PT Inti Idola Anugerah opened a coffee shop in Indomaret with brand point coffee in 2016 which are located in strategic locations such as campuses, apartments, rest areas, MRT and others. This is a challenge for Point Coffee in communicating to the public as its target market that Point Coffee those in Indomaret sell coffee products. Indomaret is already known and attached to the community that Indomaret is engaged in the line of business convenience store. The formulation of the problem in this research is how Point Coffee’s digital communication strategy is implemented in post feeds Instagram @pointcoffeeid. So this study aims to analyze Point Coffee’s digital communication strategy which is applied to the @pointcoffeeid Instagram Feed Inpost.

2. METHODS

The approach used in this study is a descriptive qualitative approach in providing a clear picture of the situation (Isa Mulyadi & Zuhri, 2020). This study uses a netnographic method, with an approach that looks at online interactions. This study uses content analysis (Surijah et al., 2017). This analysis is done on the Instagram’s content as a data source. This research is to find out how the Instagram Point Coffee manage their digital communication strategies. The primary data in this study are content post feeds from November 2020-April 2021 with 155 posts on the @pointcoffeeid Instagram feed. In this article, the writer will analyze how Point Coffee’s digital communication strategy is implemented in post feeds Instagram @pointcoffeeid. The technique used to analyze the data is descriptive qualitative and quantitative analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results

The discussion in this study is to analyze the content on the Instagram @pointcoffeeid post feed as a form of digital communication strategy used to build brand awareness for the audience. This analysis is taken from the duration of November 2020 to April 2021 on the Point Coffee Instagram feed. During the 6 month period there were 155 photo post uploaded in the form single photos or carousels which are described in the following Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>November 2020</th>
<th>December 2020</th>
<th>January 2021</th>
<th>February 2021</th>
<th>March 2021</th>
<th>April 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User GeneratedContent</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Information</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: www.instagram.com/pointcoffeeid

A campaign as a form of persuasion activities used by companies to achieve goals. Through Instagram, Point coffee can be seen several digital communication strategies that have been carried out. Instagram Point Coffee carry out several strategies, namely campaigns awareness, promotion, collaboration, campaign User Generated Content, product information. Point Coffee uses a communication pattern with a simple and informative communication approach. Point Coffee organizes feeds and combines the types of strategies that have been used. On campaign strategy awareness Point Coffee applies on National Holidays or certain events that are celebrated by the people of Indonesia. From the picture above is one example that Point Coffee uses in increasing the visibility of companies and products. To reach a new audience, Point Coffee features design something different and interesting in congratulating Good Friday, Christmas, New Year, Valentine’s Day etc. The sales with special promotions are used Point Coffee in giving appreciation to customers and followers by giving free upgrade, discount (discounted price), purchase buy 2 get 1 free. This strategy received an overwhelming response from follower, it can be seen from the interactive between followers and admin @pointcoffeeid who answers every comment which exists. Point Coffee also uses Instagram as a two-way communication so that it provides good service for input, appreciation expressed by customers through the comment column feature.
Other digital communication strategies used are collaboration with products sold at Indomaret, collaboration with the use of BRI cards, and also collaboration with artists or celeb endorsers. Collaboration with Indomaret products, namely light snacks that are indeed in accordance with the culture of young Indonesians with snacks that are very suitable for coffee drinks and other fresh drinks. Collaboration with i-Saku app to get merchandise limited edition of current films trend, the above example is the product of the film Justice League. The communication that I want to build is about people who don’t want to try the products from Point Coffee to be interested in buying because of their existence merchandise Preferred. Endorser collaborations collaborate with young artists due to the target market Point Coffee are millennials. This is offset by followers every endorser invited to cooperate who is a millennial child is in accordance with the company’s target. By purchasing products from point Coffee, launching new products and providing excellence and quality. Point Coffee also cooperates with celebrity or celebgram in building crowd in building the image of Point Coffee.

Point Coffee chooses endorsers by looking at the credibility of a good source and matches the target market. By choosing the right endorser like the example of Natasha Wilona. She can improve the quality of messages conveyed about brand and product Point Coffee. Natasha Wilona is an actress with 33.8 million followers who will attract the attention of her followers because Natasha has beautiful face and also very talented. So that it becomes a special attraction (charisma). Natasha has worked since 2008 as an model and become an actress, so people can trust her because of Natasha’s experiences. The target market of Point Coffee is young people who have similarities with Natasha who is still 22 years old according to and the same as the target of Point Coffee. One of the digital communications used is the campaign User Generated Content (UGC). The UGC campaign is divided into 2 categories, namely challenges / give away and interactive quiz. One of the campaigns carried out by Point Coffee is share your best photo to win free and exclusive drinks merchandisers. On the photo that posted informed about the terms and conditions that must be complied with in order to win giveaway this. Challenge This makes Instagram account users who have not followed the @pointcoffeeid account to take action to follow and upload photos introducing the product. In addition, after doing this, followers will also interact in the comments column and report that they have completed challenge that. There are giveaway and interactive quizzes with mention or tag a friend, that’s the way to reach followers new and can find out what flavors are preferred by Point Coffee connoisseurs.

In its feeds, Point Coffee's Instagram consistently informs Point Coffee products with a minimum of 22 to 27 post feeds each month, what payment features are available at Point Coffee. Point Coffee does a consistent pattern to inform Point Coffee products/product features so that it indirectly increases the popularity, awareness and memory of Point Coffee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Contents</th>
<th>November 2020</th>
<th>December 2020</th>
<th>January 2021</th>
<th>February 2021</th>
<th>March 2021</th>
<th>April 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carousel</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Types of Uploaded Content Instagram@pointcoffeeid**
Point Coffee chose to upload more photos than videos and chose photos that uploaded more carousels than single photo. Features carousel is a photo or video sharing feature in one upload. In features carousel, there is a photo slide so that Instagram account users can slide photos left and right for the next photo to be uploaded to be viewed. If seen from post feed @pointcoffeeid, carousel photo interaction is higher than other content and can be seen from the number of photos like and comments. Point Coffee chose a colour design according to the dominant colour of green and combined with white, in accordance with the logo of Point Coffee.

Discussion

Point Coffee pays attention to make attraction caption and customized campaign taglines. Point Coffee use persuasive promotional language for writing captions. The communication process with the post schedule that has been arranged and has different characteristics will provoke emotionally for followers by looking at the visualization of the combination of photos and graphics used, colour combinations and the uploading tagline (Juwita, 2017; Pertiwi & Irwansyah, 2020; Priadana & Murdiyanto, 2020). Point Coffee provides information such as product information, launch new products, and caption what attracts Instagram users can take an action. Captions in the form of questions are considered effective in creating interaction with followers and the comment column will be crowded with follower’s responses. If the admin gives questions of facts or challenges, in the comments sections also mentions each other usernames and fellow followers also interact with each other.

![Picture 3. Interactions on @pointcoffeid](image)

Through the comments feature, Instagram users can provide feedback or related questions post from @pointcoffee.id, @pointcoffee.id responded well and interactively to each comment (Aripradono, 2020; Fithriya, 2020). Every question is answered in a friendly manner even with emotions conveyed through emoticons. It can be seen that @pointcoffee builds a social strategy through Instagram media in building awareness to finally make a purchase decision. In addition, Point Coffee utilizes the hashtag feature (#) which is the mainstay of every Point Coffee post, namely #PointCoffee #Alwaysonpoint #PointCoffeeID, additional hashtag features are adjusted to each post so that it raises the ability of consumer users including followers @pointcoffeeid in recognizing and recognizing a brand, name, logo, and slogan used by Point Coffee, namely Always on point in promoting products.

Technology namely through social media can bring company to unpredictable situations but with social media can at the same time be an effective tool in overcoming crises. Social media is a new media as a space that allow extraordinary interaction from users (B. Han & Han, 2016; Lai & Tai, 2021; Rewindinar et al., 2020). The communication process built by Point Coffee through a digital strategy aims to influence the audience so that they are persuaded and do something that is being campaigned for. That explain that persuasion is inherent in campaigning, every strategies that used by Point Coffee in principle an an act of persuasion use media digital Instagram (Gon, 2021; Johnson et al., 2021; Vendemia et al., 2021). In this research, there are several stages that must be carried out as a digital communication strategy through social media, including monitoring social media so as to ensure there are no mistakes in uploading, the speed of responding to questions or comments that appear in accordance with new media theory (Atiko et al., 2016; Longobardi et al., 2020). Beside that, from existing comment Point Coffee should know what target
market wants with to do research. This is supported by content and captions by asking what kind of favorite product from Point Coffee.

Point Coffee makes on going campaigns such as upload content as a form of product information, Coffee makes on going campaigns such as upload content as a form of product information, promotions and also do on going strategy in building brand awareness. This is done by user generated content, awareness, launching new product, so that can bring followers on Instagram @pointcoffeoid. This adjusted to a clear schedule and goals of this company (Prajrini & Sayogo, 2021). This is also in line with research that the is an influence post design on purchase intention coffee products in Sleman. For make a content post Instagram needs to pay attention to images, colors, copy writing, and call to action. This support the theory of new media which allows people to develop knowledge and engage more interactively in more flexible media environment. In another research showed that marketing media is more effective and efficient to reach market (Teguh & Ciawati, 2020). An effective management strategy can be applied in various ways, optimizing Instagram with upload contents which is evoke the emotions. Beside that, use hashtags or post interactive content. Following ongoing trends and also have a plan within the specified period in the management of digital marketing communication.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the research, it can be concluded that Point Coffee carries out a digital communication strategy through Instagram @pointcoffeoid social media, namely the campaign awareness, promotion, collaboration, campaign User Generated Content, and product information. The strategy most often by Point Coffee from November 2020-April 2021 are the combination of product information and promotions. The strategy also gets feedback the largest seen from the number likes and comments. Point Coffee had implements strategy post photo with the carousel. The research can be concluded that admin @pointcoffeoid building emotional bonds with the customers. This was done by interaction with the followers which is answer every single comment in the comments sections and give the emoticon that give more attention to the followers. Customers will be interested and buy Point Coffee, and good service will @pointcoffeeid building emotional bonds with the customers. This was done by interaction with the customers through Instagram @pointcoffeeid social media, namely the campaign awareness, promotion, collaboration, campaign User Generated Content, and product information. The strategy most often by Point Coffee from November 2020-April 2021 are the combination of product information and promotions. The strategy also gets feedback the largest seen from the number likes and comments. Point Coffee had implements strategy post photo with the carousel. The research can be concluded that admin @pointcoffeoid building emotional bonds with the customers. This was done by interaction with the followers which is answer every single comment in the comments sections and give the emoticon that give more attention to the followers. Customers will be interested and buy Point Coffee, and good service will make repeat purchase decisions.
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